This study presents Migrating Birds Optimization (MBO) which is a novel meta-heuristic algorithm for the solution of knapsack problem. The knapsack problem which is classified as NP-complete problem is a combinatorial optimization problem. Its aim is to achieve maximum benefit without exceeding the capacity of the knapsack with selected item. The Migrating Birds Algorithm is designed for discrete problems. Therefore, the performance of basic the MBO algorithm is tested on the some knapsack problems and obtained results are demonstrated in detail.
Introduction
The knapsack problem is a combinatorial optimization problem. This problem can be described as follow: Given t objects, each object has a profit value (p) and weight (w). The aim of this problem is to place the bounded capacity (C) knapsack that maximum value from among all objects. Objective function of this problem can be expressed as follow:
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where, t is number of object, p i is profit of i th object, w i is weight of i th object and x i demonstrate selected or not selected of i th object. If i th object is put into knapsack, x i = 1, otherwise x i = 0. Therefore, in this study, we are addressed 0-1 knapsack problem type. Solving of this problem can be seen as a simply. However, its computational complexity increases exponentially with problem size. Therefore, knapsack problem is an NP-complete combinatorial optimization problem and it cannot be solved with conventional methods within reasonable time.
The knapsack problem is widely used in real-life applications: loading problems 1,2 , resource allocation 3, 4 . Therefore, the knapsack problem has attracted the attention of researchers. There are many studies on the knapsack problem in the literature last decades. Shi proposed an improved ant colony algorithm solve to 0-1 knapsack problem In this study, we are proposed Migrating Birds Optimization (MBO) algorithm that a new meta-heuristic algorithm to solve 0-1 knapsack problem. The performance of the MBO algorithm is tested on selected some 0-1 knapsack problems from literature. Obtained results showed that MBO algorithm reached to optimal solutions for 0-1 knapsack problems.
Migrating Birds Optimization (MBO) Algorithm
The MBO algorithm is proposed by Duman et al.
13
. It is inspired by "V" formation that during migration of migratory birds. It is designed to firstly quadratic assignment problem (QAP). The QAP is one of the discrete problems. Therefore, it is applied to combinatorial optimization problems easily.
The MBO is started with initial solutions. Afterward, these solutions are tried to improve on each step. The MBO uses a neighborhood structure to improve solutions. Also, it has a benefit mechanism that unused neighbor solutions shared with other solutions. Also, the leader bird is replaced with following bird. This process is applied to left side of the flock firstly. The leader bird is gone to end of left side and following bird is assigned as new leader. The flock is continued same formation as far as flapping parameter. Then, the leader bird is replaced with right side of the flock.
Implementation to Knapsack Problem of MBO Algorithm

Initial population
Each individual in the population represents a solution in search space and has a solution permutation. The permutation length is equal to number of objects and it has two different values (0 or 1). Initial population is created randomly. In the beginning, this permutation is filled with "0". Generated random value between 1 and permutation length is represented permutation array cell and this cell is filled with "1". This process is continued until not exceeding the capacity of the knapsack.
Neighborhood and sharing
In the MBO, leader bird is generated least three neighbor solutions. Generated best neighbor solution is reserved for improve current solution. Remaining solutions are shared with following birds on the left side and right side. Number of created neighbor solution and number of shared neighbor solutions are given as a parameter and these parameters are determined as follow;
